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Preface

This report was conducted in cooperation with multiple professors and group members of
the LSU Drillbbotics student team. The team is required to submit our Phase I report of the
planned construction and implementation of our created formulas and designs for our physical
rig that will be used in competition. The physical rig will follow our design as closely as possible
for the competition in May 2022.
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1 Introduction:
1.1 Abstract

A. The primary objective of the 2022 LSU Drillbotics team is to improve and complete a
small drilling rig that can successfully complete directional drilling processes
autonomously. The rig will be given a set of coordinates inside a 2x2x1 homogeneous
rock sample and use directional drilling techniques with code from LabView to pass
through each coordinate. The LabView code from previous groups will be reworked into
a more organized script and a more practical coding logic. There will also be organized
sub vi’s for successive teams to use. Mechanical challenges include a redesign of the Top
Drive and Hoisting System to achieve a more modular and practical design. With the help
of Legacy drilling, a new Bottom Hole Assembly will also be designed to solve
directional drilling problems and inefficiencies. Electrical challenges include providing
power to downhole sensors within the Bottom Hole Assembly and creating a more
organized electrical layout. The rig will conduct tests as deliverables for the project that
will include data on motor function, sensor functions, vertical drilling, drilling
performance, and directional drilling to ensure the rig is compliant with competition
specifications.
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2 Organization
2.1 Team:

Jackie Gonda is expected to graduate in May 2022 with a Bachelor’s of science degree in
Petroleum Engineering. Her main contribution is with helping the planning of the project,
budget, and safety. Later plans include getting involved with the coding of the sensors and
helping assemble the rig.

Douglas McCoy will be graduating in May 2022 with a Bachelor’s of Science in
Petroleum Engineering. His main contribution has been helping with the updated design of the
bottom hole assembly and structural/hoisting assembly.

Adam Grexa will graduate in May 2022 with a Bachelors of Science in Petroleum
Engineering with a minor in Energy. His main contributions include sensor design, wiring and
structural assembly of the hoisting system.
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John O’Donovan is expected to graduate in May 2022 with a Bachelor of science in
Petroleum Engineering. His main contribution has been coding. He is also acting as the team
captain for this group.

Georgii Ageenkov, expected graduation is May 2022. Bachelor of Science in Petroleum
Engineering. Provides coding assistance and does sidekicking in redesigning and constructing
the hoist and BHA assemblies.
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2.2 Project Management:
A. This Project will consist of two major phases. Phase I will include project research,

design, budgeting, and the beginning of coding. Phase II will begin in the spring semester
of 2022 and will include construction, testing, and optimization.

B. Phase I will conclude with a phase I design report that will include; a safety plan, design
sketches/drawings, calculations, code logic flowchart, downhole sensor design, user
interface, cost estimate, fundraising, control software models, data handling, and real
world design applications. The project tasks have been delegated with members in charge
of the following; O’Donovan will act as team captain and work on the code, McCoy will
focus on the bottom hole assembly, Gonda will focus on the budgeting, and parts,
Ageenkov will focus on the Top Drive, Hoisting system, and code, Grexa will focus on
the sensors and hoisting system. The phase I design report will be submitted on
December 31st 2021.

C. Phase II will start in the spring semester of 2022. This section will begin the construction
and testing of our rig. As the parts ordered in phase I come in, the rig will be put together
and testing can begin to collect data on the drill-bit, bottom hole assembly and sensors.
This phase will focus on optimisation of the rig for the competition and include measures
for organization for any groups that succeed ours. Phase II will also include the
completion of a final report and presentation for the senior project due in April, and a
final report and demonstration for the drillbotics competition in late May.
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3 Health Safety and Environment
3.1 Protective measures and mitigations:

A. Personnel will be required to wear pants, closed toe shoes, and glasses while working on
the rig. These will provide an extra layer of protection as we work on our rig.

B. Around our rig will be polycarbonate glass that will be on all sides and on the top.
Polycarbonate is also see through which allows the operator to monitor the drilling
themselves and see what is going on.

C. Polycarbonate has a high fracture toughness and it is transparent and has been used for
many safety shields in the past. This safety cover will protect operating personnels from
unwanted and unexpected projectiles that may occur during the drilling. The fracture
toughness of polycarbonate is 3.4 MPa-m1/2. The maximum crack size in polycarbonate
was calculated using appendix A and has a value of .13 nm. The fracture failure depends
on the thickness of the polycarbonate, the velocity and distance of the projectile’s motion,
and the material of the projectiles. The time it took for impact was assumed to be .1
seconds and the approximate crack size calculated in Appendix A was around .03 inches.
This number is too small to cause a fracture of the safety glass. The stress and forces on
the hinges of the door were also calculated. A safety factor of 6 was selected and the
allowable shear stress was found to be 5 ksi and maximum load to be handled by the
screw is 153.27 lbf. Then the weight of the polycarbonat with dimensions of .19 in
thickness, 35.75 in width and 69.5 in height was calculated. The total weight of the
polycarbonate is 20.81 lb, which is less than the allowable load for the hinges.

D. There is a handle for the door that will be used with the same screws. The handle is U
shaped for easy access and comfort and will be made of aluminum alloy. Calculations are
also shown in Appendix A.

E. A slide lock needs to be purchased, the material will be stainless steel for the slide lock.
The slide lock will make sure the full rig is secured, therefore the team will purchase a
slide lock that has high stiffness and has light weight. The material will be Aluminum
alloy.

F. Our structure is made of thick aluminum which will help minimize the vibration while
drilling allowing safer drilling operations. Having an aluminum structure will provide
stability for the rig

G. Safety factors have been included in the calculation equations for an extra layer of safety

H. We plan to have a manual override worked into our code which will allow an operator to
stop drilling if conditions become unsafe or otherwise
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3.3 COVID-19:
A. Due to the ever-changing environment with COVID, the team takes precautions against

the desiese. The team will follow guidelines in compliance with LSU regarding social
distancing, virtual meetings, and mask wearing.

4 Competition Objectives

During the school year, beginning in the fall of 2021, a team of students will organize
themselves to solve a drilling-related problem outlined in Appendix A below. The team should
preferably be a multi-disciplinary team that will bring unique skills to the group to allow them to
design and construct hardware, software and models to demonstrate that they understand the
underlying physics, the drilling issues and the usual means to mitigate the issues. We cannot
stress enough the need to involve students with different technical training and backgrounds.

They will need to develop skills to understand drilling dysfunctions and mitigation
strategies, but they must also have the mechanical engineering and controls capabilities to model,
design the rig/drilling package and develop the controls system. Even when the project involves
only software, an understanding of the physical limits of a rig’s machinery and tubulars is
critical. In past years, some entrants have not adequately considered the control network and
algorithms needed for autonomous drilling. They have often misunderstood the need for
calibrated sensors and fast, accurate data handling. Some teams did not consider measurement
errors. Teams from both Group A and B ignored uncertainty principles. All of this and more is
needed to build and operate a complete automated drilling system. We encourage all teams to
start out with a simple concept done well, and then build on it from year to year adding
complexity when warranted. Planning for this evolution will make it easier on future team
members.

The students should produce novel ideas leading to new drilling models, improved
drilling machines and sensors, and the ability to integrate the data, models and machines that will
hopefully create new, more efficient ways to drill wells in the future. Any such innovation will
belong to the students and their university in accordance with the university’s written policies.
DSATS and SPE waive any claims to students’ intellectual property.

The students, working as a multi-disciplinary team, will gain hands-on experience that
will be directly applicable to a career in the upstream drilling industry.

A full description of the given guidelines and specifications for the competition can be found at:

https://drillbotics.com/guidelines/
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5. Mechanical Rig Systems
5.1 Hoisting System/Structural Assembly:

A. We proposed using three structural beams instead of two. The ball screw will be attached
to the middle beam and two side ones (rails) will bring stability to the system and reduce
possible stresses we might have during operation (fig. 4). Aluminum assembly with a
mechanical table plate will be attached to the ball screw and two side beams (fig. 5). Ball
screw and Hoisting Motor will be moving the entire construction up and down, and we
will be able to attach all needed sensors to the mechanical table. This will save us a lot of
time and make our construction easier to readjust or make changes to the sensor
positioning. On the mechanical plate, which will have water jet holes for placing sensors
or other equipment we plan to install Round Per Minute (RPM) sensor, Direction, flow,
and TVD sensors.

B. We will also have two pillow blocks attached to the ball screw, one on top (fig. 2) and
one on the bottom. Such a block will also reduce forces caused by the Hoisting Motor on
the system and our Drill String and Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) will be more stable.
Later, we also plan to add a True Vertical Depth Tape on the side of one of the side
structural beams, it will also give us True Vertical Depth visible for the operator.

C. The drill String will have an additional set up. First, it needs to have a Weight on Bit
(WOB) sensor below Top Drive Motor and above Drill String (fig. 6). Moreover, we are
planning to put three bearings on the drill string. They will be located next to each other.
Their purpose is to provide power supply to all of the sensors. Wires will be spiral on the
Drill String and Protected by the stainless-steel foil (over it), so will also be able to
transfer electric current through it.When we first entered the laboratory room, we noticed
a hydraulic swivel, which was oversized. It looks like a regular T fitting, with two size
changing plugs on two opposite sides, and a pipe connecting them inside T with holes
drilled through it, so when the fluid will go into the T, it will come from all sides inside
the pipe and then flow into the BHA and reach go down to the bit. But this design is not
what we want to have. It will cause extra load and increase stress and therefore our
structure will become less stable. When we were redesigning this part, Doctor Taylor
advised two plug systems. Now, two plugs will have to be installed on the Top Drive
assembly, one plug will be located on the Drill String, below the Top Drive Motor. Other
one will be attached to the Top Drive structure (clamped) and it will be fixed by the thrust
bearing and washer to prevent it from falling and going all the way down and breaking
the other plug. So, when the entire system goes down, the plug will reach another plug
clamped on the Drill String and they will connect, creating a space for the fluid to flow
not elsewhere but into the BHA and enter the rock. Right now, it is the hardest part of our
construction, we may have problems installing one plug on the Top Drive assembly, when
the parts will come, structural issues may come up, but we are already working on
possible solutions to problems we may face. On the other hand, this system will reduce
weight and stress on the whole structure, and the PVC pipe will help us see how the flow
goes and adjust the flow. Additionally, we will have a flow sensor, it is also planned to
get attached to the mechanical table on the bottom edge.
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5.2 Circulation System:

A. The circulating system serves to lubricate the bit while drilling, cool the bit while drilling,
and remove sandstone cuttings from the well to avoid overworking the bit. The
circulating system is made up of a positive displacement pump, hose, a hydraulic swivel,
our flow sensor, spill container, and our drilling fluid (hydraulic swivel and a hose can be
seen on the figure 16 below). The drilling fluid in this operation will be mineral oil
determined by basic rheological properties such as viscosity, density, and electrical
stability. The fluid will be pumped from a holding reservoir below the rock sample up to
the hydraulic swivel, through the perforations in the inner shaft, down through the shaft
and bit, and up through the wellbore.

B. The entire circulation system is fully functional and will work as planned when it
becomes time to drill. We will only make one design change to the system as a whole,
which is replacing our hydraulic swivel. Right now, our hydraulic swivel is made
completely of iron and adds entirely too much weight to the weight on bit (WOB) sensor
along with putting too much wear on the bit. We will be changing the current iron swivel
to a PVC T-Swivel that is more lightweight; and can handle the necessary pressure
regulations while still meeting the safety standard.
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5.3 BHA System:

A. The complete updated design will have multiple modifications. We currently have a
carbon steel four blade, 1-inch stabilizer that serves the primary purpose of breaking the
excess cuttings from the drill bit to keep the hole clean and keep the well-bore diameter
consistent as drilling continues. We are currently working alongside our sponsor, Legacy
Directional Drilling to develop a new design for the stabilizer. We still believe that a
1-inch stabilizer is suitable for maintaining well-bore relative diameter and is large
enough to keep the well clean. The newest proposal is that instead of a four blade
stabilizer system, we will utilize a three blade stabilizer system. Two of the blades will be
located on either side of the stabilizer located precisely 180 degrees away from each other
to have a consistent weight distribution. On the low side of our stabilizer, the third
stabilizer to the three-stabilizer system will be located no more than 90 degrees away
from the blades situated on either side of the stabilizer. A thicker (wider) blade will
complement the implementation of our three-stabilizer system on the low side of our 2
degree bent-sub. The blade on our bent-sub will serve as a counterweight for the bottom
hole assemblies so that when we are rotating the drill string/bottom hole assembly
counterclockwise to slide and orient our bit to the  correct inclination; the counterweight
will force the entire string and bit to sit and stay in the position we slide it too, to continue
to drill ahead.

B. We have an 8-degree bent sub (as seen in figure 11) that serves the sole purpose of
enabling us to directionally drill with no “blade” located on the backside. The severity of
an 8-degree bend could lead to numerous problems such as wandering of our drill bit
while drilling, thus leading to the skewed direction and the inability to reach our desired
points in the sandstone block. A bend of this degree could also cause the drill
string/bottom hole assembly to get lodged in the well-bore. To counter this issue, we have
been working alongside our sponsor to design a bent sub of 1.5 degree to drill efficiently
and avoid these possible risks directionally. Also, as previously stated we will be adding a
wider blade to the low side of the bent sub for directional drilling purposes.

C. The free-wheel clutch locking system between the stabilizer and the bent sub. This
clutching system consists of teeth that allow the stabilizer and bit to spin freely
counterclockwise when we are sliding to correctly orient the bit.   When rotating
clockwise, the clutch will lock allowing the bottom hole assembly, drill pipe, and inner
shaft to  drill ahead all together as one unit. We will not be making any design changes to
this component to the bottom hole assembly.

D. We have our custom-made ulterra drill bit that allows for cutting in both drilling
directions (clockwise and counterclockwise). This dual cutting mechanism is beneficial
for directional drilling purposes. The competition has multiple guidelines, and one of the
main ones is that the drill bit must not exceed a length of 2 inches and a diameter of 1
inch. As of now, we have an overall bit length of 1.25 inches and a bit diameter of 1 inch.
No changes will be made to our drill bit. The bearing sub, sensor sub (houses downhole
sensor), and drill pipe connector will all stay the exact same from previous years designs.
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E. Other than those vital changes to the BHA, it will remain the same consisting of a
free-wheel clutch, bent sub, drill bit, bearing sub, sprag bearing, sensor sub, and the drill
pipe connector.

6 Electrical System and Instrumentation:

A. The instrumentation system contains all microprocessor-based devices used for data
acquisition. Namely, these are the onboard sensors that the LabVIEW displays on the
GUI. These include the total vertical depth sensor, load cell, RPM sensor, downhole
IMU, and flow meter. All sensors and sensor placement can be viewed in figure 6.

B. We have an OPT2011 Photoelectric sensor (laser) to measure our total vertical depth.
This sensor is calibrated by performing a linear regression of actual distance vs. voltage
output, which tells you the vertical depth change of the above-ground assembly. This
system is highly inaccurate due to possible downhole noise and vibrations; therefore, we
have decided to change to Attago Encoder tape. This sensor is magnetic, which is more
accurate than an optical sensor such as a laser.

C. The load cell sensor we will be using for this project is an Omega Stainless steel S beam
load cell which can handle up to 200 pounds of load. The primary purpose of this sensor
is to always know our weight on bit (WOB). This sensor is highly functional and
accurate, so we will not be making a change to it. This sensor will be placed in a
milled-out section of a steel bar directly connected by a short load cell plate to avoid
torsional forces.

D. Our RPM sensor at the moment is a monarch optical tachometer that can measure up to
250,000 RPM. This sensor serves a significant role in recognizing deviances between
ideal motor speed and actual motor speed. Although this sensor has the potential to be
very accurate, we will be replacing it with a more accurate Attago Encoder wheel
(magnetic) that can give us both RPM and tell us exactly where the “two-face” of our bit
is. One of the significant challenges we are facing is not knowing what direction our two
faces are facing downhole. With the addition of the Encoder wheel we can constantly
take surveys and know where it is directed.

E. The current flow sensor is a turbine flow rate sensor from Grainger, which can monitor
up to 6.6 GPM and output an analog output. The flow rate of the mineral oil through the
drilling is constant, but this sensor allows monitoring if the circulation system is working
correctly. This sensor will remain the same for the remainder of this project.

F. Lastly, one of the most important sensors is our downhole sensor. The Adafruit BNO055
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is located in the bottom hole assembly sensor sub and
provides critical 3-axis Euler angle data. This Euler angular data allows the control
system to calculate azimuth and inclination, two of the essential aspects of directionally
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drilling. This sensor will be wired to the surface from the bottom hole assembly and
covered in an aluminum wrap to protect it.

7 System Description and Control Design:

A. The rig will be required to be positioned around the block, coordinates will need to be
manually input into the operating system, and the system will need to be initiated
manually. The rig will use input through LabView to autonomously complete the initial
tap after the command is issued. Then the system will start sliding after input coordinates
have been given. The code will complete directional drilling and hit targets autonomously
and stop when the task is complete or any of the safety limits are reached. There will also
be a manual emergency stop as a failsafe.

B. Our coding language, LabView, provides us an easy transfer from the code to the user
interface. In the same software we can design a code that will output in the same window
data and performance scatters that we need. Further, it can work with big data sets and
perform calculations on them. These are all advantages of the control software that we
have, but on the other hand we are experiencing high delays during drilling. We are trying
to find a way of how we can read and perform calculations on the data simultaneously.
This is one of the biggest concerns that we have at the moment.

C. The Code logic shown below in figure 17, it will use the inputs given from sensor data
and the target coordinates.
-Tap: The rig lowers the bottom hole assembly down until the WOB sensor detects a
decrease in weight caused by the assembly resting on the rock. The program then records
the measured depth as ‘ground level’.
-Hoist Up: The rig hoists up for a set amount of time. This is done so that the Top Drive
motor can start to develop rotation before it comes into contact with the rock. Vertical
-Drilling: The Top Drive motors start to spin up while the Hoisting Motor lowers the
assembly in preparation of drilling to the Kick Off Point (KOP).
-Orient Target 1: Once KOP depth is achieved the rig hoists up a small amount to allow
for free rotation of the BHA. The algorithm calculates the radians needed to orient to the
first target and the BHA turns to that positioning.
-Build Target 1: This sequence is identical to Vertical Drilling except that the Top Drive
spins in the clockwise direction. This allows for directional drilling. The algorithm begins
to continuously calculate target inclination.
-Tangential Target 1: When actual inclination intersects target inclination the BHA hoists
up. This inclination is when the BHA can ‘see’ the target point and begins a similar
sequence to Vertical drilling as the Tangential section is a straight drill section.
-Orient Target 2: Same as Orient Target 1
-Build Target 2: Same as Build Target 1
-Tangential Target 2: Same as Tangential Target 1
-Retract: The assembly retracts to pre-drilling configuration .
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D. Since the purpose of the project is to build the automotive drilling system, we want to
minimize the human factor. In other words, the code shall do everything itself, but with
plots, scatters, and performance indicators a real human will be able to adjust/stop the
drilling process. If it was a real-life project, we would have been planning on creating a
control system that will be controlled by both (human and machinery), but in this case
humans are only responsible for input coordinates and manual stop in case of code
dysfunction.

E. The sample interface that we have is seen in figure 18. From that you can see that the
user is offered to type in two sets of coordinates that are supposed to be given by the
Drillbotics committee and judges. Also, there are two scatters for the user to be able to
see the direction of the drilling line. Additionally, we will have TVD, RPM, and IMU
sensor data (and probably we will design a scatter for the pattern of their data). All of that
will allow us to monitor the entire process and all the changes that will occur. With a
manual safety stop and other integrated code safety parameters, we are hoping to show a
fully automated drilling system.

F. At this moment, tests of code are being performed. Figure 19 is a screenshot of what it
looks like. For the vertical drilling test (fully manual) the data is being read from the
input, speed of hoisting and top drives specifically. We are trying to get the best approach
to start the drilling so we will have the smallest delay between the code initiation and
start of drilling process.

G. Most of our real time drilling data will be handled and processed by an arduino. The
sensors send data at a pulse rate of 1mhz and to run through the code will be around 1
second of time before the code can make adjustments. Due to these known time delays
we have coded a while loop to know what we are doing while drilling

H. To confirm that we are maintaining proper weight on bit, facing, and inclination we have
decided to include a surveying function every 10 minutes. This will be confirmed in the
spring after conducting drilling tests to see our drilling speed.
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8 Finance:

A. We have a set budget of $10,000 in total rig value due to the Society of Petroleum
Engineering Drillbotics guidelines for the competition. This sets an even playing field for
all teams in the competition. For the contest, we will show how and where our group
spent our money. Exceeding the budget will result in a deduction of points. The last team
used $7,226.65 on the rig, leaving us with $2,773.35 to spend. This $2,773.35 will
increase due to us picking different sensors; the cost of previous sensors will no longer
count towards the $10,000.  We have to consider what we remove from the current rig
and also, remove it from the $10,000 to allow us more room in our $10,000 budget.

B. Our funding for this project comes from Legacy Directional Drilling. Legacy Directional
drilling has sponsored this Drillbotics project in the past and is continuing to do so. A
sponsorship of $5,000 has been given to us by Legacy Directional Drilling. Legacy
Directional Drilling plans on being very involved in helping with the project, such as
making a drill bit and assisting with the redesign of the bottom hole assembly. We have
weekly phone calls set up with our point of contact, William Daniel, at Legacy
Directional Drilling who will provide guidance.

C. The first part of the budget (as seen in table 1) is dedicated to the structural redesign we
have to do to achieve desired drilling depth. This will comprise of an 80x80mm structural
aluminum base that will support a new movable platform on THK slide rails. The rig
floor will be lowered to allow for the bit to drill further while still being safely supported.
The ball screw hoisting system will need to be extended and further inset with an
80x20mm structural aluminum base to account for the lowered rig floor. A motor with a
higher RPM may also be required to handle the higher voltage output of the stepper
drivers. The hydraulic swivel system will need to be modified as the previous one used
was too large. We will replace it with a PVC housing with two ceramic fluid seal bearings
that will maintain a seal while feeding drilling fluid into the drill string.

D. The second part of the budget will be the sensors that will give us feedback to maintain
proper drilling speed, weight, and our drill bit two-face. There will be two encoder wheel
sensors attached to both the inner string and the outer drill pipe that will allow us to know
our RPM and the face of our bit to aim the direction of drilling. We are also adding a new
TVD sensor as the photoelectric sensor we are currently using is too spotty for the precise
measurements we need while drilling through such a small block. To survey drilling
accurately, we will need an inclinometer built into the top of the BHA. To supply power
to the sensor while rotating downhole, a wiring system will be spiraled down the drill
pipe wrapped and sealed by aluminum wrap. At the top of the drill string, an electrical
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connection will be made via a three bearing system that will supply power to the three
individual wires wrapped down the drill pipe; it will also be receiving the data gathered
by the downhole IMU.

E. To run drilling tests, a cement block will be made. We plan on making this ourselves. The
budget is also going towards the restructuring of the drillbotics rig. We are going to
purchase two more rails to do the three rail structure along with a  pegboard. The
pegboard will be used to organize the sensors by top drive below the hoisting motor. It
will also allow the top drive to be mounted onto it making it easier for the bottom hole
assembly to drill and rotate.

Table 1:
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10 Appendices:
Appendix A

1. Material Selection for Safety Cover
Function: Protect personnel from drilling rig
Constraints: 1. Transparent

2. Dimension is specified, thickness 3/16”
Objectives:  Maximize resistance to fracture (K1c)
Free Variable: Choice of material

The objective function is to maximize the resistance to fracture. Based on “Material Selection in
Mechanical Design” the candidate materials are listed as follows:

Table 2:

No. Candidate Materials Average Fracture
Toughness (K1c,
MPa.m1/2)

History of
Applications

1 Polycarbonate (PC) 3.4 Safety shields and
goggles, light fittings,

safety helmets,
laminated sheet for
bullet-
proof glazing.

2 Cellulose Acetate
(CA)

1.7 Spectacle frames,
googles, lenses, tool
handles, cover for
television screens.

3 Poly-methyl
Methacrylate (acrylic,
PMMA)

1.2 Cockpit companies
and aircraft windows,
tool handles, lenses
all types, safety
spectacles, containers

The material chosen as the safety cover is the polycarbonate because it is ranked higher on the
list and has the highest fracture toughness and has a history of application for safety shields.
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Impact Analysis

rp= = = 1.3 10-10 m = .13 nm = 5.12e-9 in𝐾1𝐶

2Πσ2
𝑦

3.4𝑀𝑃𝑎.𝑚1/2

2π(64.5)2 ×

rp : Crack size (m)
K1c: Fracture toughness (MPa.m1/2)

: Yield Strength (MPa)σ2
𝑦

Impact forceps due to projectiles objects
Assumption to objects that potentially to projectiles are the inner shaft, drill pipe and the
bit
m:  mass of WOB approximation (20.67 lb)
RPM from top drive: 400 RPM
400 rev/min * min/60s * 2pi*0.75/1 rev = 31.4 inches /s
t, touching the polycarbonate = .1s

F = m*a= m = 20.67* = 64903.8 lbf∆𝑉
𝑡

31.4 𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ/𝑠𝑒𝑐
.01 𝑠𝑒𝑐

Thin Plate
𝐾1𝑐 =  1. 8 𝑐σ

𝑔

=σ
𝑔

𝑃
𝑤𝐿 = 64903.8

35.75×.19  =  9555. 22 𝑝𝑠𝑖

c= 2 = ( 2 = .03 in( 𝑘1𝑐
σ

𝑔
*1.8 )

3.09 𝑘𝑠𝑖 𝑖𝑛1
2

9555.22*1.8 )

Force analysis on the hinge’s door of the safety cover
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Fx = 0, Fy= 0, M=0Σ Σ Σ
Fx = Rax- Rbx + Rcx - Rdx= 0Σ
Fy = Ray+Rby+Rcy+Rdy-W=0Σ

Rbx = Rcx = Rfx = Rgx= .3508W
Ray = Rby= Rcy= Rdy= .25 W
Wall

The material of the bolts is aluminum with a shear strength of 30 ksi. The safety factor
was selected  to be 6. Therefore, the allowable shear stress is.

allowable=τ τ
𝑆.𝐹. =  30

6 =  5 𝑘𝑠𝑖

The maximum allowable load that can be applied ot the safety cover without having bolts
to fail, is calculated by

allowable=τ 𝐹
𝐴  =  𝑅𝑏𝑥2 + 𝑅𝑏𝑦2

.19*69.50  =
(.3508*𝑊

𝑎𝑙𝑙
 )2+( .25*𝑊

𝑎𝑙𝑙
)2 

.19*69.50  =  5 𝑘𝑠𝑖

allowable= .032Wallowable= 5 ksiτ
Wallowable = 153.27 lbf

Based on the calculation below for the weight of polycarbonate which is used by the that
has dimension of 0.19 inch thickness, 35.75 inches width, and 69.5 inches. It found that
the total weight is 12.92 lb which is less than the calculated of allowable load. Therefore
the bolts on the hinges will not fail while supporting the polycarbonate as the safety cover
on the drilling rig.

W = .0441 lb/in3 x 35.75” x 69.5” x .19’ρ𝑉 =
W = 20.81 lbf

W: weight (lbf)
ρ: Density
V: Volume (in3)

Door Handle Analysis
The objective function is to make a handle that has high stiffness but also has light
weight, below is the equation that is used for selecting the material.

𝑚 = 𝐴𝐿ρ = Π𝑟2𝐿ρ

𝑟 = ( 𝑚
Πρ𝐿 )

1/2
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S=
𝐶

1
𝐸𝑙

𝐿3 ≥ 𝑆*

𝑙 = Π𝑟4

4 =
Π(( 𝑚

Πρ )
1/2

))
4

4 =  Π2 𝑚2

4ρ2𝐿2

𝐶
1
𝐸Π2 𝑚2

4ρ2𝐿5 = 𝑆*

𝑚 = 2
Π ( 𝑆*

𝐶
1

)
1/2

(𝐿5/2)( ρ

𝐸1/2 )

The index of materials M1= must be maximized in order to minimize the mass,𝐸1/2

ρ
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Table 3:

Candidates of Material M1

Titanium Alloy 68.18

Cast Iron 57.62

Carbon Steel 57.34

Aluminum Alloy 104.31

Based on the material index, Aluminum alloy is the one that has the highest value
difference from other candidate materials, therefore it was selected as the material for the
handle.

Appendix B

Cross Beam Analysis
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Appendix C
Tipping Analysis

Appendix D
Weight on Bit Analysis
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Appendix E

Load Cell Place Analysis

Appendix F

Buckling Analysis on Inner Shaft
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Appendix G

Bent Sub Angle Analysis
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Appendix H

RPM Analysis on Inner Shaft

Appendix I

Ball Screw Analysis
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Appendix K

Flow Through Bit Analysis

Appendix L

Flow Analysis
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Appendix N

Hydraulic Swivel

Appendix O

Trajectory Analysis
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Appendix O

BHA Assembly
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